Researchers studying user behaviors in online communities often conduct analyses of user interaction data recorded in system logs e.g., an edit in Wikipedia. Such analysis relies on collating interactions by a unique identifier such as a user ID. However, if users can contribute without being logged-in (i.e., anonymously) analysis of interaction data omit part of a user's experience. Problematically, anonymous traces are unlikely to be randomly distributed, so their omission can change statistical conclusions, with implications for both research and practice. To understand the impacts on conclusions of leaving out anonymous traces, we conducted an analysis of system logs from two online citizen science projects. Attributing anonymous traces with user IDs, we found that (1) many users contribute anonymously, though with varied patterns; and (2) attributing anonymous traces diminishes empirical evidence used to support theory and change the results of system algorithms. These results suggest anonymous traces have implications for research on user behaviors and the practices associated with using such data to tailor user experiences in online communities.
INTRODUCTION
An attractive approach for studies of large-scale distributed systems is to analyze the user interaction data recorded by the system in logs, known as trace data. For example, a system that supports commenting will record the text of the comment, the user ID of the individual who posted the comment, and a time stamp indicating the precise date and time the comment was posted. In some systems, viewing webpages or clicking links are also recorded, creating an extensive interaction history for each user. In aggregate, these traces allow researchers to construct and analyze a detailed record of users' interactions with the system and each other.
The potential of trace data [10] has not gone untapped as researchers rely on traces as empirical evidence in support of theories and construct behavioral models. For instance, Burke and Kraut [5, 6] used trace data (e.g., article edits and reverts) to predict users' likelihood to be promoted to Other studies employ trace data to understand socialization [6] [7] [8] , motivation [17] , learning [9] , and role ascension [2, [5] [6] [7] .
However, using trace data to understand user behavior can be problematic since some systems allow users to contribute anonymously. For example, in the English Wikipedia, visitors can edit most articles without having a registered account; in some Stack Overflow projects, visitors can post comments without having an account. As a result, user IDs are missing from some records posted to the database. Missing user IDs becomes problematic when users decide to registers for an account as the interactions recorded while they were anonymous are omitted from their history of interaction on the system. Results of analyses for research purposes or to tailor user experience on the system could be affected when anonymous traces are missing from the data. Anonymous traces seem unlikely to leave data missing at random, which is a requirement for the missing data to not bias an analysis. For example, some studies suggest that anonymous periods are more likely to include a user's initial interactions with a system [19] [20] [21] 25] as visitors lurk (reading materials or observing) before deciding if they want to create an account [9] .
While challenging, it is sometimes possible to attribute anonymous traces to users. Some systems record users' IP addresses: those addresses may be unique to a user and so can be used to link anonymous traces with registered users. For instance, Panciera et al. [24] were able to link 20% percent of anonymous edits to registered user accounts in Cyclopath by using IP addresses. To learn more about anonymous traces and their impact on analyses of user behaviors, we studied the contribution of volunteers on Zooniverse, a website that hosts citizen science projects. Contributors to Zooniverse projects classify data on the site that are recorded in a database. However, volunteers are not required to log in to the system before contributing, meaning that some classification database records are anonymous.
Many studies of Zooniverse volunteers rely on trace data. However, to our knowledge, none mention how anonymous traces are handled. Additionally, the Zooniverse platform uses a volunteer's classifications history in algorithms that govern user experience. For instance, a volunteer should not be assigned the same object to classify more than once, which requires knowing which objects a volunteer has seen. The performance of such algorithms is also affected by anonymous contributions. The existence of anonymous traces and IPs make Zooniverse a suitable setting to examine anonymity and its impacts on research and practices. We address the following research question: How might conclusions about user behaviors based on trace data be impacted by the omission of anonymous user interactions?
ONLINE CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECTS
Citizen science projects ask members of the public to participate in scientific research by collecting or analyzing data [4] . Citizen science tasks range from classification or transcription of pre-existing data to data gathering and idea generation. For instance, Galaxy Zoo, volunteers are asked to review images of galaxies and answer questions about its morphological characteristics i.e., shape, roundness. In eBird, volunteers are asked to report bird sightings by providing information about the quantity, species, and location of birds [30] . Ornithologists use the data to build better understand the migratory patterns of bird species.
Volunteers are crucial to citizen science projects. To better understand volunteers, studies have addressed topics including motivation [26, 27] , socialization [18] , learning [16] , and engagement [12] . For instance, Mugar et al. [18] found that citizen scientists learn by observing the practices of more experienced members (legitimate peripheral participation). Jackson et al. [12] found that volunteer engagement in Planet Hunters (posting comments, asking questions) is dynamic from session to session. In another study, Reeves et al. [26] showed that motivational reinforcement using elements of gamification increases contributions. Luczak-Rösch et al. [16] found that volunteers' adoption of scientific terminology is dependent on both the project goals and supporting infrastructure.
The studies mentioned above relied, in part, or wholly on trace data extracted from system logs. Both Mugar et al. [18] and Jackson et al. [12] analyzed classification data from a volunteers' first registered interaction and Luczak-Rösch et al. [16] collected comment logs. The dataset in Jackson et al. [12] contained page views and classifications for each volunteer during their tenure in Planet Hunters. The most granular data contains the user ID of the individual whose interaction is represented and the time the event occurred. Collating the records in system logs allowed the researchers to build and analyze a detailed history of each volunteer in Planet Hunters. Other studies have performed similar aggregations of data.
To our knowledge, anonymous traces have not been studied in citizen science. Kawrykow et al. [15] acknowledges work from some sizable fraction of non-registered citizen scientists and Jay et al. [13] showed more users contribute when they can do so anonymously, however, no attempt was made at systematically analyzing anonymous traces in these studies.
ZOONIVERSE: HIGGS HUNTERS AND GRAVITY SPY
Our study is set in the context of Zooniverse [28] ; an online citizen science platform that currently hosts more than eighty projects and has more than 1.5 million registered volunteers. Professional scientists use Zooniverse to crowdsource the analysis of data by asking volunteers to classify or transcribe pre-existing data, a popular mode of citizen science work [31] . To minimize the barrier to entry, volunteers can classify without registering for or logging into a Zooniverse account. If volunteers are not logged-in, after a few classifications the system will prompt them to login or register for an account. Nevertheless, registration is always optional.
We researched anonymous traces in two citizen science projects: Higgs Hunters and Gravity Spy. Higgs Hunters is a particle physics citizen science project launched in 2014 that helps physicists searching for exotic particles in data from the Large Hadron Collider. Volunteers are shown an image of a collision in which charged particles are represented as lines and asked to mark off-center vertices, which indicate the creation of new particles. A screen shot of the classification interface is shown in Figure 1 (top).
In Gravity Spy, volunteers classify data from the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) project. Scientists in LIGO are searching for evidence of gravitational waves using interferometry. The instruments are sensitive to the slightest perturbations around the instrument (e.g., small earthquakes or nearby vehicles) as well as noise created by interactions within the detectors [32] . These glitches in the data can mask detections and mapping them can help LIGO scientists search for and sometimes eliminate those glitches. The classification interface is shown in Figure 1 (bottom).
The Gravity Spy project has several advanced functionalities not found in Higgs Hunters. Gamification elements are present, since participation is scaffolded, with volunteers able to advance to more challenging levels with more glitch classes (currently there are 5 levels). Access to higher levels is granted by a promotion algorithm that assesses volunteer accuracy on gold standard data (i.e., data for which the system knows the correct response). The system, however, does not require that volunteers be logged-in to see gold data. When volunteers classify gold standard data anonymously, those answers are not used as input for the promotion algorithm, which can delay promotion for some volunteers.
METHODS
Data originated from classifications submitted to Higgs Hunters and Gravity Spy. The data in Higgs Hunters was from November 18, 2014 to June 20, 2015 (214 days) and Gravity Spy from October 12, 2016 to April 27, 2017 (197 days) . As volunteers classify data, the system records the user ID of the classifier, IP address, response, and time. For records submitted anonymously the user ID field is blank. The Higgs Hunters dataset contained 793,188 classifications and Gravity Spy dataset contained 1,663,093. Gravity Spy underwent a beta testing phase where the project was open only to a selected pool of experienced volunteers from other projects on the Zooniverse platform, we removed records of volunteers who classified during the beta testing period. We argue that volunteers in the beta phase experience the project differently than volunteers who started after the launch so their behaviors could be different. In total, 318,079 classifications (86,988 occurred prior to launch and 231,091 after the launch date) were removed from the dataset.
Our study was approved by our University's Institutional Review Board (IRB). We note that identifying the source of online contributions (i.e., "doxing") is generally quite controversial. However, in this study, we only connect contributions to a user ID, not to a known individual and no data about individual volunteers are revealed in this paper or other publications. Furthermore, the content of the contributions (a classification of a data object) is unlikely to be controversial and the data are pre-existing and non-identified (i.e., with user IDs rather than real names). Finally, while the identification we describe could be problematic in another setting, it is also easily circumvented, Did they login? 77:5 e.g., by using a VPN or a service such as Tor. In summary, while we do not minimize the risk of studying anonymous work in general, there is minimal risk to volunteers from this study.
Data Pre-processing
To link anonymous classifications to a registered account, we adopted the approach outlined in [22] . We labeled classifications as Logged-In if the classification was submitted while the volunteer was logged-in, Identified if the IP was associated with one and only one user ID, Ambiguous if the classification was submitted from an IP address associated with more than one user ID, and Anonymous if the IP address was not associated with any user ID. To attribute anonymous classifications (those Identified) we determined a possible connection between a user ID and an IP address from the Logged-In classification records. If an IP address was associated with only one user account we simply appended the user ID to the classification record when the user ID field was blank.
Once classifications were sorted, we grouped the classification records of each volunteers into sessions, the set of classifications that seemed to be performed by a volunteer in a single sitting. Session boundaries were determined by looking for larger gaps between sequential classification records. The intuition is that volunteers typically come to the system, perform some number of activities separated by a short gap over a some period of time (a work session) and then quit until later, e.g., until the same time the next day, leaving a larger gap between the activity at the end of one session and the start of the next. Sessions are interesting because they indicate an ongoing level of contribution to a project. Following Mao et al. [17] , we define a session as the sequence of classification records separated by less than 30 minutes. If the gap between two classifications is greater than 30 minutes, we mark the beginning of a new session. Next, we defined a time spent classifying variable by computing the time between the current and next classification. In aggregate, this variable represents an approximate amount of time volunteers spent reviewing the data.
Data Analysis
First, we describe the datasets and note the patterns of contribution found by the group of volunteers who contribute anonymously. We compared the contribution statistics using two datasets, the first with only Logged-in classifications (henceforth, referred to as D1) and the second adding Identified anonymous classifications (henceforth, referred to as D2). We compared the distribution of the number of classifications that were contributed per volunteer, time spent classifying and the number of sessions in the two datasets. The non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for testing the significance of differences in the datasets. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is an alternative to t-test for matched pairs and assumes the data are not normally distributed (a feature of our data).
Second, we address our main research question by presenting two scenarios in which we use system log data to draw conclusions about volunteers. These cases are used a evidence that excluding anonymous events can lead researchers to contrasting conclusions and alternate algorithmic outcomes. For the first comparison, we address a reoccurring question in the CSCW community concerning whether first session activities can be used to predict future participation. We apply the approach outlined in Panciera et al. [22] to determine whether different conclusions are reached. In the second comparison, we examine the impact of anonymous traces on the promotion algorithm in Gravity Spy. All data were processed and analyzed using R and Python.
RESULTS
The contribution statistics for volunteers in both projects are shown in Table 1 . Both projects have approximately the same number of users accounts (6, 354 in Higgs Hunters and 6,761 in Gravity Spy) and projects were active for a similar number of days (214 vs. 197). In contrast, the data show differences in the number of classification types with respect to logged-in and non-logged in classifications as Gravity Spy has almost twice as many classifications (1, 345 
Patterns of Anonymous Contributions
In this section, we report on several patterns that emerged from our analysis. First, we find differences in the proportion of anonymous classifications. There were 109,101 (13.7%) anonymous contributions in Higgs Hunters and 98,664 (7.4%) in Gravity Spy. We were able to identify 27,075 anonymous classifications in Higgs Hunters and 11,697 in Gravity Spy. In terms of raw numbers and as a percentage of the total number of classifications, Gravity Spy had fewer anonymous classifications. These differences are likely the result of the scaffolded participation described in section 3. Anonymous users are only shown level 1 of the system with two glitch classes; in order to access the more interesting higher levels, volunteers must be logged in. These results suggests the design of user experience has an impact on the quantity of anonymous contributions in a system. Second, when we assigned the anonymous classifications, we found 3,112 (49%) volunteers who had contributed anonymously in Higgs Hunters and 1,212 (22%) in Gravity Spy. In Higgs Hunters, adding identified anonymous classifications increased the average number of classifications per volunteer by 8.7 (σ = 21.1); the median increase was 5. The average increase in Gravity Spy was 9.65 (σ = 18.53), and the median increase was also 5. We note that these are conservative estimates of the impact of including anonymous work, as we were able to identify only 25% (Higgs Hunters) and 12% (Gravity Spy) of anonymous contributions.
Third, as noted in the review of literature, exploring a community is an important activity in newcomers' early interactions with a system. We find that 79% of anonymous classifications occur during a volunteer's first session. Nevertheless, anonymous classifications can be found throughout volunteers' tenure in a project. In Higgs Hunters, 547 (17.6%) volunteers contributed anonymously after the first session, totaling 5,682 classifications; in Gravity Spy, 210 (17.3%) volunteers contributed anonymously, totaling 2,386 classifications. Finally, anonymity appears to be a regular mode of participation for some newcomers, as 370 volunteers in Higgs Hunters didn't register until their second session, 58 in their third, and 16 in their fourth session or later. In Gravity Spy, 119 volunteers had their first logged-in session only during their second session and 6 during their third session or later. These results show that anonymous classifications were missing from the contribution history of a sizable number of volunteers.
Shifting Data Distributions.
Next, we examine how attributing anonymous classifications to a volunteer's history changes statistical conclusions about the community's production. We compared the distributions of classifications, time spent classifying and number of sessions per volunteer. The analysis was conducted using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to statistically compare two data distribution (shown in Figure 2 ). While the counts of classification and time spent in the second dataset are always equal or larger for any volunteer (since the quantity of classifications and time spent classifying can only increase), variation exists among volunteers, so it could be that the changes due to adding identified classifications are insignificant compared to the natural variation in the data. Classifications. The first comparison uses the total population of volunteers (both those who did and did not contribute anonymously). When comparing the distributions of classifications the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated classifications were significantly higher in D2 than in D1 in Higgs Hunters (D1 µ= 108, σ = 701, D2 µ= 112, σ = 699 at Z = 21479000, p < 0.001). In Gravity Spy, classifications were higher in D2 (µ= 186, σ = 727) than in D1 (µ= 184, σ = 727), however, the difference was non-significant (Z = 22442000, p < 0.06). Next, we compared only the population of volunteers who contributed anonymously. In the Higgs Hunters D1 dataset, the average volunteer made 136 (σ = 797) classifications compared to 145 (σ = 799) in D2, an average increase of 8.7 classifications. The comparison of mean ranks between the two samples shows significant differences at Z = 4215800, p < 0.001. In Gravity Spy, the mean rank of classifications between D1 (208, σ = 1148) and 218 (σ = 1158) in D2 was also significant (Z = 657440, p < 0.001).
Classifying Time. Next, we wanted to see how much additional time volunteers were spending classifying when anonymous classifications are included. Again, using the total population we found a statistically significant difference for Higgs Hunters, but not for Gravity Spy. The Higgs Hunters D1 and D2 datasets had means of 58 mins. (σ = 6 hrs.) vs. 61 mins. (σ = 6 hrs.) and the mean for D2 was significantly higher (Z = 21695000, p < 0.001). The mean increase in time for Gravity Spy was 1 minute, 74 mins. (σ = 6 hrs.) vs. 75 mins. (σ = 6 hrs.), but Z = 22552000, p = 0.18 non-significant. Using the subset of volunteers who have contributed anonymously points to significantly higher means in both Higgs Hunters (Z = 4002700, p < 0.001) and Gravity Spy (Z = 666000, p = 0.0101). The difference in time was +5 minutes and +1 minute in Higgs Hunters and Gravity Spy, respectively.
We also compared the number of sessions in each dataset, since new sessions could emerge as a result of entirely anonymous sessions. For instance, if a volunteer classified anonymously in a single session and returned the next day to create an account (using the same IP address), grouping by user ID would omit the anonymous sessions from their contribution history. However, grouping classification records by IP address means both sessions would be attributed to the volunteer. By using IP addresses we found 485 new sessions in Higgs Hunters and 112 sessions in Gravity Spy. In summary, omitting anonymous traces leads to a statistically significantly different datasets for volunteers who contribute anonymously. And even though only a fraction of volunteers contribute anonymously, when comparing the distribution for all volunteers, differences are still statistically significant in the project in which we were able to identify a sufficient fraction of the anonymous work.
Case studies on the impacts of omitting anonymous work
The previous analysis shows that in many cases including anonymous classifications significantly alters descriptive statistics. In this section, we present case studies of analyses conducted using user data and how evidence could be altered when anonymous traces are considered. First, we consider an often discussed topic in on-line communities, that is, the extent to which a user's first session activities can predict future activity. Second, as a practical example of how user experience could be altered, we evaluate the results of an algorithm used to promote volunteers to levels in Gravity Spy to determine whether volunteers experience delays in promotion when their anonymous classifications are not attributed to their user ID.
5.2.1
Predicting future participation from early activity. An ongoing area of conversation in research on user behavior in online communities is whether an individual's future contribution can be predicted based on early activities. Some studies suggest that users are consistent in the types of behaviors and level of engagement exhibited [14, 22] . For instance, Panciera et al. [22] found that Wikipedians who contribute many edits in their first and second sessions have much higher likelihood of becoming a power editor (defined as making more than 250 edits). Understandably given the challenges associated with such studies, these analyses did not accounted for anonymous work. Thus, it is possible that users are engaged with the system before they become fully visible in the data and would look different if anonymous traces could be examined.
To examine this possibility, we conducted the same analysis as Panciera et al. [22] , dividing citizen science volunteers into strata based on the quantity of contributions (in our case classifications) during their first session and then computed the proportion that those volunteers would become "power classifiers" (i.e., > 250 classifications, as Panceria et al. used > 250 edits).
The results of our analysis are presented in Table 2 . As in Panciera et al. [22] , both Gravity Spy and Higgs Hunters show small and somewhat gradual increases in the likelihood that a volunteer will become a power classifier as the number of classifications contributed in the first session Table 2 . Likelihood of power user status. We adopted the analysis approach in Panciera et al. [24] where evidence for users being born versus made was evidence of proportions of users in different edit strata becoming power users (more than 250 edits). In our dataset, excluding anonymous classifications leads to over-estimates of power classifiers status based on first session activity.
increases. In Higgs Hunters, for example, volunteers making more than 40 classifications during their first session have a .21 likelihood of becoming a power classifier, while those making only one classification have a less than .02 chance. Similar statistics are found for Gravity Spy. Including anonymous classifications (i.e., D2) yields different results. The number of volunteers making more than 40 classifications in their first session in Gravity Spy decreases by nine (i.e., 9 of these volunteers had earlier sessions that were completely anonymous) and the likelihood of being a power classifier decrease by .03. The most striking difference is in the large increase in the likelihood of becoming a power contributor for volunteers contributing only one classification in their first session. A similar change was observed in Higgs Hunters. In other words, while it is still the case that those contributing a lot in their first session are likely to be major contributors, so are a sizable proportion of those contributing only one classification in their first (possibly anonymous) session.
Delays in Promotion.
As a second case study, we consider the impact of including anonymous work on decisions made by the promotion algorithm in Gravity Spy (see description in Section 3). In short, if classifications used to assess volunteer performance in an algorithm are omitted, a volunteer's promotion could be delayed. Since volunteers can only contribute anonymously in Level 1 we examine promotion from Level 1 to Level 2. There were 7,136 volunteers who contributed at Level 1, of whom 3,336 (47%) were promoted to Level 2, and 388 (10.1%) contributed classifications while not logged-in that could be linked to their user account using IP address matching. The remainder of the analysis focuses on this subset of volunteers. (Figure 3) in Level 1. The median time to promotion considering only logged-in classifications was 370 minutes (or 6.1 hours). We report median as well as mean values because the data are quite skewed, and the mean is impacted by volunteers who contribute sporadically. For example, one volunteer contributed four classifications (not enough to be evaluated and promoted to Level 2), but didn't have their second session until five months later, at which time they were promoted.
Gravity Spy Session Contribution Statistics
Hypothetical Promotion. When analyzing dataset D2, we found volunteers who had identifiable anonymous contributions made on average 12.52 anonymous classifications and 5.37 (σ = 7.44) anonymous gold classifications. We computed when a volunteer would have been promoted had their anonymous work been taken into account by assuming that volunteers would have been promoted after the same number of gold classifications. Work done after that point is therefore above what should have been necessary to be promoted. Figure 3 shows the number of classifications a volunteer contributed in Level 1 after the hypothetical promotion when taking anonymous classifications into account. On average, volunteers contributed 41.1 (σ = 70.12) additional classifications (including gold and non-gold subjects) after the hypothetical promotion point. Figure 3 also shows the additional time volunteers spent classifying after their hypothetical promotion. On average, volunteers spent an additional 143.66 hours. Again, as means are sensitive to outliers, the median is 
Classification Accuracy.
In assessing the point of hypothetical promotion, we assumed that volunteers would classify gold standard data correctly. We examined the classifications to validate this assumption. Level 1 is intended to introduce newcomers to the system and so is not a challenging level. Accuracy on logged-in Level 1 gold standard data is high (98%) and it is equally high for the anonymous classifications we were able to link to volunteers (98.3%). The results of the paired t-test revealed non-significant differences at t(382) = 0.564, p = 0.573 indicating that anonymous classifications are not of a worse quality than logged-in classifications.
DISCUSSION
The results presented above emphasize the importance of anonymous traces for understanding user behavior. This research makes several important findings about anonymous classifications in citizen science. First, anonymous classifications comprise a small, but non-trivial volume of work in citizen science projects as volunteers' contributions increased by approximately 10 classifications. Anonymous classifications comprised 13% and 7.5% of all classifications in Higgs Hunters and Gravity Spy respectively. Approximately one-half of volunteers in Higgs Hunters and one-quarter in Gravity Spy contribute anonymous classifications. This might be explained by the varied amount of publicity given to projects. Higgs Hunters is a project frequently mentioned in Zooniverse advertising campaigns, while Gravity Spy doesn't receive similar attention. As a result, there are many more "dabblers" [27] in Higgs Hunters (7,319 more unique IPs than Gravity Spy); volunteers who check out the project but don't continue. We also found anonymous activity is not limited to initial interactions with the system as 17% of volunteers contributed anonymously after their first session.
Second, our findings provide evidence that aggregating data using only logged-in traces results in underestimations of the volume of classifications and time spent analyzing data. For instance, when analyzing the population of anonymous contributors the mean ranks of classifications and time spent classifying was significantly higher in D2. However, when comparing datasets using the total population of volunteers, the mean rank difference was only significant in Higgs Hunters, we suspect these results are influenced by variances in system design. In Gravity Spy, participation is scaffolded where volunteers need to log-in to participate in Level 2 and above. As a result, a smaller percentage of classifications in Gravity Spy (7.4%) were anonymous when compared to Higgs Hunters (13.7%). Thus, the issue of anonymous traces might be mitigated by scaffolding participation or including elements of gamification to encourage volunteers to login or create an account.
The case studies provide the most substantial evidence for why anonymous traces are important for research and practice. First, we showed that omitting anonymous classifications could cause evidence to become incompatible with the assumptions of a theory. When applying Panciera's [22] analytic approach to predicting the likelihood of become a "power editor" several interesting changes emerged when comparing D1 to D2. Most obvious little support emerge for early activity predicting future participation. For instance, our analysis showed users who had only one classification with D1 (only logged-in classifications) was underreported since they were contributing without registering for an account. Once we linked anonymous classifications this pushed many volunteers into higher classification strata. Additionally, some sessions were included in D2 that were absent in D1. This is because some volunteers contributed anonymously during their first interaction and did not register until their second visit. Thus, aggregating by user ID excludes the initial session. As a result, we see more volunteers who contributed one classification in their first session becoming power classifiers.
Second, we showed that algorithms designed to govern user experience could cause delays in granting access to system functionality. The results showed that in Gravity Spy, a small number of Level 2 volunteers contributed anonymous classifications in Level 1. Not linking these classifications to their user IDs delayed their promotion by a median of one hour and as a result caused them to contribute on average 41 additional classifications before being promoted. For volunteers, promotion can impact motivation resulting in an increased sense of achievement. Additionally, promotion brings about work that is more challenging and complex, a known motivator in work design. If promotion and thus access to more rewarding activities is delayed, volunteers might find the task overly monotonous, become disengaged and leave the community. For the community, specifically the scientists who rely on data classified by volunteers, the delay in promotion reduces the number of volunteers who can classify images in Level 2, where more challenging work exists. The delayed volunteers contributed 15,453 classifications in Level 1 that could have been contributed in Level 2. Level 2 introduces additional classes of glitch, so the delay also means delays to processing those additional classes of glitch.
Anonymous Contributions in Other Production Communities
Our study has been set in the context of online citizen science, nevertheless, we expect that anonymous data not being missing at random may generalize to many online communities.
First, anonymous work is not a rare phenomenon. While anonymous contributions have been discussed in only a handful of studies, a significant portion of the content on sites allowing anonymous contributions may be generated by users that either do not have an account or are not logged into their account when contributing. For example, in the English version of Wikipedia, approximately 100,000 anonymous editors make at least one edit a month, and currently account for about 13% of persisting words contributed 1 . The 2011 Wikipedia Survey found that 59% (N=6,657) of users in Wikipedia made anonymous edits and 20% contributed between 11 and 50 edits anonymously.
Second, the prior literature about newcomer behavior in online communities suggests that anonymous work is not taking place at random but rather prevalent at specific points in a user's engagement with a community. Anonymous work may also be more likely for certain classes of users. For example, Anthony's [1] research suggests that expert participants care less about reputation and thus might be more likely to work anonymously.
Finally, many studies of communities like Wikipedia or free/libre open source software developers rely on quantitative analysis of trace data to understand user behavior, e.g., [5, 6, 22, 23] . For instance, Burke et al. [5] collected the edit histories of users on English Wikipedia who submitted request for administrator status (RfA) applications to predict the success of the request. While it may be possible to make accurate predictions based only on visible data, interpretations of these models about user behavior may be misleading if the data used to build them do not include anonymous work.
While our findings stress the importance of taking anonymous contributions into account in user studies, we do not argue that the results of our case study will translate directly to the findings of studies such as Panciera et al. [22] . For example, if expert users are more likely to be anonymous, including anonymous work might actually increase the number of top initial contributors. More studies are needed in other online communities detailing the impacts of anonymous traces on research and practice.
Limitations
We acknowledge that the strategy for attributing anonymous work to users has limitations. First, the data are based on user IDs and IP addresses. Regarding user IDs, we presume that most volunteers use a single ID, but cannot rule out users having multiple IDs or multiple users using a single ID, though we do not believe that either situation is common. Regarding IP addresses, our strategy for assigning anonymous work assumes that volunteers contribute regularly from a computer with a single IP. But a single volunteer may have multiple IP addresses, e.g., someone contributing from multiple locations, from a mobile device or through a system such as Tor. In the Gravity Spy, 789 volunteers had more than one IP associated with their account. If such a user contributes from yet another unique IP and does not logged in, there is no way to attribute those classifications to their account, leading to an over-estimate of the number of anonymous volunteers in the project. Conversely, in the data we have 74 IP address that were used by multiple volunteers, making it impossible to attribute anonymous work from those IP addresses.
The worst case for our analysis would be multiple users contributing from a single IP address but where only one user logs in, leading to an over-estimate of that user's anonymous work. Such a situation is imaginable: e.g., a classroom behind a NAT with a single IP address where the teacher has an account and the students contribute anonymously. However, we do not believe such situations are common. Further, we use robust statistical analysis techniques that are not sensitive to outliers, so even if there were a few such cases, they should not alter our conclusions.
Second, we were able to attribute only a fraction of the anonymous classifications to a user, raising the concern that the classifications we did attribute might not be representative of anonymous traces in general. For instance, if a user only contributes anonymously via their mobile device and never logs in from that device our sample might exclude the unique ways in which user behaviors manifest on mobile devices. However, we cannot test this possibility directly.
CONCLUSIONS
We conclude with some implications for research and for practice. Given the results described above, researchers should state explicitly the ability of users to contribute anonymously and (1) include anonymous activities if possible (perhaps in collaboration with the system operators) or (2) indicate how their research might be impacted by omitting anonymous contributions. If anonymous traces are accessed, researchers should consider the ethical implications of including them in a study.
While no foreseen harm is expected to come from coupling anonymous traces in exploring citizen science classification data, there are settings where users intentionally remain anonymous to avoid disclosing sensitive data [3, 11] . For practice, system operators may consider how users "claim" prior contributions made anonymously. The Zooniverse system prompts users to log-in after a few anonymous classifications, but does not retrospectively attribute those classifications. Previous versions of Wikipedia allowed users to re-attribute edits to a single user account, however this feature ceased to exist in 2005. Several proposals have been suggested to handle anonymous edits; one workaround is for users who contribute from a static IP to create a new editor page (or subpage) and manually copy their list of edits. However, if a user contributes from many IPs, it may take time to assemble the list 2 . Other systems could consider allowing similar functionality for users so their work can be attributed to their user accounts.
Finally, our work suggests several avenues for future research. Research might explore alternative approaches to assign anonymous work to a user. For example, [29] found browser characteristics (e.g., browser version, plug-ins, screen size, etc.) of individuals were consistent across sessions. These browser characteristics could be used to assign anonymous activities in other online settings, though requiring researchers to consider new user privacy and research ethics concerns. Our findings also point to the need for additional research examining the role and characteristics of anonymous events across a range of online communities. Additional knowledge is needed to understand what factors influence users to contribute anonymously. In summary, this research shows the importance of more precise accounting of anonymous events in online communities.
